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The Medical-Surgical Nurse certification is a certification in the medical-surgical nursing specialty. This certification shows that the nurse
has the knowledge and skills to work in the medical-surgical specialty area. How much does it cost to take the Medical-Surgical Nurse
exam? The regular fee to take the Medical-Surgical Nurse exam is $375.Â Our medical-surgical nurse exam guide includes practice
test questions so you can determine if you are ready for the exam or if you need to review the material again. The practice questions
include detailed explanations so you can not only know the correct answer but understand why it is the correct answer. The Mometrix
medical-surgical nurse exam study guide also provides important test taking tips. For medical-surgical nurses who are used to having
five to eight patients per shift, the idea of â€œonlyâ€ having two patients can make them swoon in jealousy. It isnâ€™t quite like that.
Yes, the ICU nurse has two patients â€“ sometimes three â€“ but those patients take up so much time that you are running from the
start of the shift to the end.Â Every nurse knows that they get interrupted, and ICU nurses are no exception. Running to an emergency
is just as vital as it is anywhere in the hospital, probably more so for ICU nurses. The problem is catching up with those q2h
assessments, giving all IV push medications, adjusting feeding tubes, watching the vent and drawing blood from a central line. Two
patients can be just as stressful as eight on a med-surg floor. Equipment.

